Remove the moss in your lawn
with MO Bacter
moss

MO Bacter is an organic
based lawn feed which will
feed your lawn up to 100
days. MO Bacter has an
indirect action against moss
and reduces the tendency for
reinfection.
MO Bacter eliminates the
need to scarify out moss and
will not turn the moss black.
After application the moss
will die and turn light brown
in about 14-21 days. There is
NO NEED TO RAKE OUT dead
moss, it disappears into the
thatch layer where the millions
of bactaria contained in
MO Bacter digest it, turning
it into healthy plant food and
revitalising your lawn.
So, Scarifying out your moss
past.
in now a thing of the past

Recovery restores your lawn from
root to leaf!
harmed lawns

BIO-Lime for lawns

Restores stressed lawns!

BIO-Lime: As lawns grow they
take up nutrients from the soil
which leads to a reduction in
the pH level. At the same time
acid rain falls on the lawn
increasing its acidity. Acid soils
are an unhealthy environment
for lawns and create the
ideal environment for moss to
encroach and thrive.

Unlike many other fertilisers
Recovery starts at the root. It
contains Humifirst which is a
unique additive that actively
growth.
stimulates root growth
A revitalised root system
sustains the grass plant and
revitalises its growth systems.

Recovery enables:
- the grass plant to take in the nutrients it requires from the soil
and fertiliser
- it ensures stronger grass plants that out compete moss and weeds
- produces healthy grass leaves which can compete against
diseases
By using Recovery your lawn will flourish and give you that velvet
finish you have always wanted.

Recovery … the ideal
Pre-seeder !
Use Recovery as a pre-seeder
7 days before laying turf or sowing
a new lawn. After 2 months
re-apply Recovery at the rate of
50 – 100 g/m2 to encourage
even stronger and healthier roots
for a better lawn.

Result
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20 Kg treats up to 200m2

20 Kg treats up to 400m2

Depending on local conditions

Depending on local conditions

a strong and
healthy lawn
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20 Kg treats 400m2
Depending on local conditions

BIO-Lime is the ideal autumn,
winter and spring fertiliser
for combating a low pH and
will result in a stronger lawn
with less chance of moss
encroachment. BIO-Lime
contains bacteria and eats the
thatch within the lawn. It also
contains magnesium which
strengthens the grass and
gives it that strong green colour
during the winter when it might
otherwise go yellow.

With extra
magnesium for an
extra green lawn

20 Kg treats 400m2

Depending on local conditions

10 Twice
32 Twice
15 Once
7 Twice
23 Twice
9 twice

Viano rotary
spreader
Scotts rotary
EasyGreen
Scotts Drop
EvenGreen
Scotts Drop
EverGreen
Earthway Even
Spread 2000
rotary
Vitax Precision
drop spreader
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50 grams

9 Twice
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50 grams

Universal
Lawnfeed
maintenance

When more than one application is made it is best to apply the second spreading at 90 degrees to the first. These spreader
settings are for guidance only. Some spreaders are more accurate than others so for this reason we always suggest that you
check the delivery rate before applying the fertiliser.
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MO Bacter

Result
Recovery
maintenance

Viano Universal Lawnfeed
enriches the root zone with
organic matter and increases
soil fertility.
Universal
Lawnfeed
intensive
application

It contains fast acting and
slow acting nitrogen for a long
lasting effect to keep your lawn
healthy for at least 3 months.

Recovery
intensive
application

Viano Universal Lawnfeed is
suitable for use on every type
of lawn and contains extra
magnesium for an extra green
colour.

application

TYPE of
SPREADER
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An organic based lawnfeed
which feeds your lawn for
3 months!

BIO-Lime
for lawns
maintenance

yellow lawn

BIO-Lime for
lawns intensive
application

Universal Lawnfeed
Spreader Settings

since 1948

MAKE YOUR
LAWN HEALTHY
FROM TIP TO TOE !

Please take one.

